Responsibletravel.com is the world’s **leading ethical travel company**, marketing over 3,700 holidays and places to stay from hundreds of specialist operators. Every holiday meets specific responsible tourism guidelines and aim to create better places for people to live and to visit. This year sales will reach £15 million.

The reason we have achieved this success is:
- Fantastic choice of holidays – 4700+ trips and places to stay
- High web traffic – 300,000 unique monthly visitors
- Excellent engagement with customers (10,000 holiday enquiries per month).
- Loyal customer base (database of 180,000 customers, with high repeat bookings)
extraordinary, inspiring holidays that make a difference

- 1,000s of holidays and places to stay that respect destinations and local people
- Budget to luxury - a range of extraordinary worldwide travel experiences
- Over 4,000 travellers' reviews to inspire you and help you decide

search for a holiday...

**Caribbean**

(all countries in Caribbean)

(all locations)

(all types of holiday)

(all activities)

Departing (optional)

-- -- -- +/-7 days

Duration (optional)

(I don't mind)

**go**

our featured holidays...

Activity holidays

Beach holidays

Adventure holidays

Family holidays

Newfoundland holidays, whale watching & wildlife

Tobago beach accommodation, Six lodges &

Kamchatka Peninsula cruises, Cruise in one of the

Family holiday to Borneo, Orangutans & turtles

special offers >>

late availability >>

favourite countries
79 holidays found

Exact matches: 79

**Port Antonio boutique hotel, Jamaica**

*in brief:* Enjoy cool breezes and panoramic sea and mountain vistas from this close-to-the-beach hilltop retreat nestled in 6½ tropical acres. A stunning small eco-hotel in Jamaica - one of our all time favourites.

*type of trip:* Accommodation

*price:* From US $138 - US $320 per room per night

[accommodation details](#)

**Union Island self catering cottage, St Vincent & the Grenadines**

*in brief:* Come and enjoy this breezy, detached stone cottage on a hillside, in 1/3 acre garden with beautiful sea views over a turquoise coral reef to Pt Dominique and Carraou from the spacious full width covered porch. One big lofth living/bedroom, natural whites and a few Caribbean colours.

*type of trip:* Accommodation

*price:* From £300 - £400 per cottage per week (sleeps 2)

[accommodation details](#)

**Holidays to Cuba**

*in brief:* An in-depth exploration of Cuba, past and present. We travel the length of the island, taking time to visit magnificent colonial towns and explore the beautiful countryside on foot to appreciate the glorious mountain and coastal scenery. On the way we'll learn about Cuba's history, and feel the pulse of Cuba today.
Port Antonio boutique hotel, Jamaica

click here to enquire or book this holiday

**country:** Jamaica

**location:** Port Antonio

**price:** From US $138 (GB £92) - US $320 (GB £214) per room per night based on 2 people sharing, excluding flights

**vouchers:** Gift vouchers can be used with this holiday

---

**introduction to Port Antonio boutique hotel, Jamaica**

Enjoy cool breezes and panoramic sea and mountain vistas from this close-to-the-beach hilltop retreat nestled in 6½ tropical acres.

Overlooking the town of Port Antonio, the Caribbean coast and the Blue Mountains, the hotel offers quiet, peaceful surroundings for those seeking a very special, off the beaten track experience. This enchanting intimate hideaway hotel offers superb vistas – spectacular by day and romantic by night. 10 minutes drive from Port Antonio, the hotel provides an ideal base for exploring the various natural attractions in the area.
Cuba adventure tours, independent reviews

Reviewed 4 Oct 2009 by Sarah Williams

1. What was the most memorable or exciting part of your holiday?

The whole of Cuba is magical in every way and some of my most memorable parts were all the wonderful salsa dancing opportunities and watching live bands that I got chance to do.

2. What tips would you give other travellers booking this holiday?

If you want to make the most of this trip, add on a few days at the end of the holiday to chill by the beach, because throughout the week's tour, you'll want to stay out every night til the early hours dancing away as well as getting up early to enjoy the day time activities. Therefore, at the end of the week, you will want to relax!

3. Did you feel that your holiday benefited local people, and minimized impacts on the environment?

Yes, as we stayed with host families, and ate dinners they prepared, so our money was able to go directly to them, rather than the government. Also, by buying presents from locals helped also.

4. Finally, how would you rate your holiday overall?

Ten out of ten.

Back to top

Reviewed 12 Aug 2009 by Nicola Turner

1. What was the most memorable or exciting part of your holiday?

There were so many memorable moments: watching the amazing dancers on the steps of the Casa de la Musica in Trinidad, walking through the Vinales valley, having an intensive salsa lesson on the porch of my Casa particular in the rain, meeting lots of lovely people ... I don't know where to begin - or stop!

2. What tips would you give other travellers booking this holiday?

Take LOADS of extra cash with you - even if it seems excessive. Getting at your money otherwise can prove difficult. Double check that your credit card is NOT American (even if it doesn't seem like it is - I got stung badly when I discovered that my European-seeming bank was owned by an American bank..). Also, take plenty of small toiletries to give to the ladies that work in the hotels/casas in the streets and small gifts/souveniers from your home country to give to the owners of the casas (I wish I had done this). Take plenty of batteries if you need them (they're not always easy to get, even in Havana), take LOTS of pictures, just take the chance to chat to...
Profile: educated; globally and environmentally aware; interested in culture and nature; ‘real experiences’ and more off the beaten tourist track.

Income: high disposable income – average booking value on responsibletravel.com £2100
Your Western Australia holiday starts here

Perhaps due to its distance from Australia’s more metropolitan east coast, Western Australia is sometimes overlooked by international visitors. But this would be a big mistake! It is an awesome place, from whitewashed beaches and emerald forests, to dusty outback tracks through ranges that look like they are caught in a permanent sunset. Everywhere you go is bursting with wildlife, from the iconic ‘roos’ bounding close to the road to the rare whale sharks who visit Ningaloo Reef and the pint-sized quokka which you will see nowhere else in the world.

Western Australia’s size and contrasts can be mindboggling. The trick to exploring the state is to focus on one or two of the main geographic areas at once. Combine a laid back city experience in Perth with the South West, the Coral Coast, the North West or the Golden Outback.

Coastline: More than 12,500 kms bordering the balmy waters of the Indian Ocean isn't bad for starters. Add to that one of the world’s largest and best preserved coral reefs; many of the world’s top locations for dolphin and whale encounters; plus many of Australia and the world’s top surfing beaches and you begin to get the picture.

Outback: The Kimberley region and Karijini National Park in the North West boast some of the most compelling and unusual landscapes in Australia.

Indigenous Tourism: Aboriginal culture is being celebrated and promoted in WA as never before.
Discover Western Australia

Western Australia covers an area three times the size of Texas and dwarfs the entire land mass of most other countries. But most of WA’s iconic experiences can be found in smaller sub-divisions that are far more accessible than one might imagine. The most visited destinations in WA are to be found on its magnificent coastline between Exmouth in the north-west and Esperance on the south coast. Favourites along this stretch include Perth and its immediate surroundings, the Margaret River area and the South Coast; the Shark Bay World Heritage Area and the Ningaloo Marine Park, at the northern end of the Coral Coast.

If you want a taste of the outback don’t forget Karijini National Park in the Pilbara, the Kimberley region in the north west or the goldfields of Kalgoorlie.

Click on one of the main areas on the map to start exploring or read more below...
Videos of Western Australia

Watch local people in our 6 Western Australia videos about cowboys in Kimberley, beer in Broome, indigenous art in the outback, Broome's pearls, and diving and eco luxury in Ningaloo Reef.

- **An artist's palette**
  Western Australia's outback of rusty red desert, open blue skies and lush green foliage is renowned for its indigenous art, which the Waringarri Aboriginal Arts Centre showcases.

- **Unspoilt Ningaloo Reef**
  Ningaloo Reef is the only place in Australia where you can dive with the whale sharks. Nothing can compare to the thrill of swimming beside these gentle giants.

- **Beer tasting in Broome**
  Matso's is the Kimberley's award winning microbrewery and this true Broome treasure has award winning beers with a local flavour that help visitors instantly relax into 'Broome time'.

- **Become a cowboy for a day**
  For a true outback experience saddle up at Home Valley Station. Driving cattle across the range takes in stunning landscape and gives an insight into the life of WA's Jack and Jillaroos.

- **Western Australia's pearl**
  Broome's international pearl trade began in the 1880s in the aqua waters of Roebuck Bay and its gems remain highly prized in boutiques around the world.

- **Luxury eco retreat**
  Nested amongst the sand dunes of Ningaloo Marine Park, this eco retreat leaves a minimal footprint on this precious piece of wilderness without compromising comfort.

Margaret River bungalows
Located on a 37 acre farm central to all the renowned attractions

Western Australia tour
Combines the heart of the central wheatbelt with the coastal attractions

Ningaloo Reef whale shark snorkelling tours
Few experiences compare with a whale shark swim

Home Valley Station cattle ranch and eco resort
From luxury Grass Castles to camping under the stars

Perth to Adelaide tour
9 day Perth to Adelaide through the Central wheatbelt to the Eyre Peninsula

Fremantle hotel
Located in the heart of
Barbados - things to do

Barbados questions (2 shown of 2)

- Top 10 Caribbean Beach Vacations
  Asked by michael123 on 20 Nov 2000 09:09
  5 answers

- Caribbean vacation
  Asked by mingang on 23 Jan 2009 07:59
  1 answer

Barbados background information

- Bars and pubs
- Restaurants
- Cities
- Safety
- Getting around
- Things to buy
- Getting there
- Things to see
- Respect
- Travel health

Barbados map

Advertising

See our insiders travel guide to Jordan

Market place ads

Transylvania holiday accommodation
Stay at Count Kalnoky's estate, from €36 - €45 per person per night

Late Availability Holidays
Need to get away now? Search our wonderful
Summary

• We believe responsibletravel.com to be the best partner for any destination wishing to increase sales of green and responsible tourism products and to build their reputation as true leaders in responsible tourism.

• We will help you to aggregate the products and to build an exciting guide to inspire our site visitors to book these holidays. All the materials that we create will be available for you to use on your own site if you wish.